
Disney Train and Station
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Separate the part of the smoke pipe and take the brown 2x2 round plate away

Also the parts of the front train light

Then setup the lights as shown

Assemble the front light and smoke pipe back and take the golden bell away
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First we start by assembling the lights for train by taking off the parts as shown



Now put the circuit board into the golden round brick (remember lights face top)

*The wires can be hidden in between 2 clips as shown in red circle then put the bell back

Then put the parts back and adjust the wires to the back
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Put the black cover back and assemble the light



Now for the 3rd coach
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Take the parts away of 2nd coach as shown to hide the wires then put them back



Assemble the lights as shown

Take the red 1x3 tile out and pull the plug to the bottom
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Connect with the battery case and plug it underneath the coach



Now for the last coach, take the parts out as shown

Take 2 bricks away as shown, assemble the lighting parts then put them back
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Take the ceiling out, assemble the gold parts with the lighting round plates



Assemble the ceiling back to the coach then put the side with windows back

Connect the coaches and the plugs as well then the train can be light up
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Now it’s turn for the house. Before that you need to separate the house properly

Please watch the picture carefully, use the brick separator to split the parts as shown

Take this lighting part and assemble in the first floor
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Assemble the lighting part as below (beware it’s the one next to the USB plug)

Put the wires on top of 2pcs of 1x4 plate then put them back and beware of the wire

After that pull the clear part to the front as below
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Separate	the	parts	like	below, take the 1x6 arch and the clear head away



Take the parts off as shown, the 1x6, 1x4 arches and 2 clear heads are taken away
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Now put the 1x4 brick back on it (beware of the wire) then put the whole part back to the

position

Assemble the lighting parts then put them back to the building



The board should able to cover the wires beautifully, don’t need put too much effort

for hiding them
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Put the lighting parts on, also the clear heads

Now take this lighting part out (we will deal with the plates and the 1x1 round

from the previous parts later)
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Take parts out as below and repeat the same steps on

page 9 to assemble the lighting parts



Make sure all the wires are in between the studs before putting them on
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Put the parts back to the building, also beware of the wires



It will look like this after assembled

Now go back to the middle to assemble the 2 lights on the pole, first take these parts off

and we don’t need those 2 1x1 clear round
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Assemble the parts with the 1x1 round lighting parts as shown



Put the lights on the pole and restore the other parts back on the building as shown

Now we can setup the ceiling lights for the first floor, put the 8x8 plate back to the position

then assemble the 1x6 light

*There’s a plug need to be pulled through the ceiling, should be look like this
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For the USB plug, you can make it look nicer by hiding it under the rack as shown

Also make sure you won’t break the wire when you put the rack back

Now we can put the part with windows back to assemble the other ceiling lights
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Plug the lights on the ceiling and connect the plug



Split the part of the 2nd floor as below
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Put	the	part on it and pull the wire through the hole as shown
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Then put the little part back on the hole, watch out don’t break the wire



Install the bar on the left side first and pull the connector to the other side

Then assemble the 4 clear lighting heads and the 1x4 light as shown
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Now it’s turn for the other side
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Take the 1x6 arch away from this part to assemble the lighting part



Assemble the part and connect with the plug from page 15

Split apart the top with clock as shown
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Put both sides of the tan bricks on the building and adjust the wires properly
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Take the tiles away as shown



The lighting parts after the 1x6 needa get through the plates to the upper floor
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Then we can put the 1x6 plate on



Then pull the lights with 2x2 plate to the front and cover the clock on it
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After that the ceiling can be put on it



Now it’s turn for the 3pcs 1x2 plates
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Take these parts away first

Pull the 1x2 plates out of the windows and assemble to the arch



Then you can put the parts back on
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For the top, split apart like this

Assemble the lighting parts on top, adjust the wires and restore the remain parts



Now it’s turn for the last part, we start by taking off the windows first
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Assemble the lighting part as below



Then we can put the windows and other parts back on it
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Connect the plug from page 19



Take the parts away as shown
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Adjust the wires, put the 1x2 plates on the position properly

Repeat the steps from page 25 to assemble the window lights



The plug can be hidden at the corner and covered by the chair
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Split the top as below, put the bigger one on the building



Assemble the 1x8 plate as a ceiling light, then pull the rest 2 1x4 through to the

roof, then restore the roof (again beware of the wires)
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Put the flags back on, plug the USB and that’s all~


